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Introduction 

1.     The revolution in transport is playing a major role in the social and 

eoonomio revolution around the world.    Mobility has contributed to development 

not only by increasing domestic commeroe and world trade,  but by establishing 

contaots among peoples and nations.    In the process,  it has made possible a 

global awareness of the problem of poverty and a global ef^ci-t to find solutions. 

The soientific breakthrough in transport has accelerated the process of learning 

and extended the influenoe of those attempting to apply it to the task of im- 

proving man »e lot.    Every profession is being affected by a more rapid evolution 

of thought and a greater oapaoity to aot on an international basis.   Transport 

and communications have set the stage for man to think his way as well as work 

his way out of bondage.-' 

'2,     Soon the international web of communications will be drawn tighter around 

the world.   Supersonic flight will mark a new triumph over time and distance, and 

all part« of the globe will be linked orally and visually through satellite 

communications.   This will not be a world in whioh it can be argued that the 

futur« of ootmtries on the lower rungs of the development ladder is of no concern 

to th« future of those on top.   No oountry will be able to esoape the reality of 

its political and eoonomio interdependence within the world oommunity. 

3, It i« evident, however, that in poor oountries the web of oonmunioations do«s 

not ext«nd beyond th« major oities and main intercity route«.   The transport 

revolution has been contained in soattered eoonomio islands whera mobility and 

some degree of prosperity «o together.    There are still vast areas whore immo- 

bility and poverty persist. 

4. Sxp«ri«noe in both th« developed and the less developed oountries makes it 

ol««r that transport has pl«y«d a key role in helping to overeóme poverty.    In 

many instar oes, the failure to provide adequate transport has been the major 

missing element impeding «oonomio and sooial progress.    But often transport 

faoili-ti«« have failed to make an effeotive contribution.    Projects built on 

tee chano« that development would follow have led to ooctly disappointment», 

and other sectors of th« eoonomy have b««n d«nied resources that could have 

been put to better ua«.    Knowing when,where, and in what oirourastanoes transport 

will make a positiv« contribution to better living is the key question. 

1/ Pierre Teilhard d« Chardin» The Phenomenon of Man (Harper and Brothers,  1959)» 
pp. 239-40. 
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5.  There are no easy guides to success or failure for the transport decision 

maker. Transport poTioies that make sense have to be derived from development 

objectives that also make sense. The most urgent need is to oréate a new state 

of mind in which transport decisions are dearly seen as an integral part of 

other policy decisions. To do this will mean giving up some global misconcep- 

tions about the transport function« 

6«  The mistake that causes the most trouble is the view that transport is a 

separate sector of the economy. In reality, it is not a sector but a link among 

sectors. As a consequence, the idea that transport should be is»- roved for its 

own sake is erroneous. Actually, the only justification for providing transport 

lies in serving other objectives. Transport cannot bo planned and managed in 

isolation, for what is done or not done to provide mobility and aooess will often 

determine the suooess or failure of the development effort. 

7»  This oonoeption has generally oonoealed the fact that supplying transport 

is different from meeting other needs. Combating hunger, for example, osila for 

a speoifio target for food, expressed in a definite number of oalories per person 

per day. Goals for eduoation oan be expressed in plana for ohildren to be in- 

structed through a specified number of grades. But ooaparable goals for transport 

would be irrelevant. It oannot be specified that everyone needs to travel a 

hundred miles a year, or that for eaoh person a thousand ton miles of freight 

should be hauled. It is impossible to say what amount sf transport is enough 

or too muoh except in relation to purposes served. Pood is neoessary to live, 

and eduoation is neoessary to lxve well, but transport is neoessary only to the 

extent that it helps people to eat, to beooae educated, or to aohieve some other 

économie or sooial gain. 

8.  As a result, it is impraotioal to lay out a program for transport unless 

economic trends and objectives are known and translated into transport demand. 

Then the attempt oan be made to determine how muoh transport is oalled for, where 

it is needed, and what kind it should be. The task is not easy. Providing 

mobility is not like produoing o «ment. When oenent piles up in warehouses, some- 

one will see that a halt should be oalled to making more. But a oountry osa go 

on for years providing more transport than it needs, and there will be no tsll-tale 

surpluses to suggest a different oourse. When transport facilities are built that 

are not used, it is diffioult to shut them down like a faotory, and it is easy 

to repeat the same mistake in some other looation. The payoffs fron transport 

have been spectacular, but so have the losses. 
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9. The engineer is generally saddled with the jot of determinine what  is re- 

quired.     In carrying out  this role unaided,  he  is obviously rniocast.    The en- 

gineering contribution  is not to determine the need  jut   to meet  the need.     It   in 

up to  those responsible for food production,   industrialisation,  and other targets 

to say what transport will  be required.     It  is i hoi. ine   task of the builders   tu 

determine alternative ways of proceeding,   to  rast ima te coots,  and ultimately   to 

create the facilities.     A systems approach to  solutions  is needed - meaning not 

simply that the transport system should be viewed as P. whole, but that transport 

has to be related to the economy.    To do  this effectively calif; ior a strategy 

for mobility. 

I,      BBayMININO TRANSPORT ÎJEEDS 

10. During early stages of development,  a given percentage increase in national 

product will be aooompanied by a considerably larger percentage increase in freight 

traffic.    Conversely,  an increase in freight movement will be accompanied by a 

substantially lower percentage increase in the growth of national product.     In 

countries that have achieved a high degree of development, however, the growth 

óf traffic tends to parallel the growth of economic activity.    Countries -suoli as 

the United States and Canada have been experiencing thia relationship for some 

time.     In the future,  however, the effect of further technological change, 

particularly in food processing,  sources of energy,  and techniques of communications, 

may lead to an eoonomic environment  in which increases in living standards will be 

achieved with less than proportionate inoreases in transport volume,    A strategy 

for mobility in developing oountrios should aim at approaching moro rapidly  the 

relationship between economic growth and transport volume that characterises 

developed countries.    Ultimately it may be possible for poor countries to achieve 

more wealth with loss transport through the application of scientific and techno- 

logie al innovations. 

11. Investment in transport as a percentage of total  investment also tends  to 

decline with economic growth.    This trend caia be furthered by moro effective use 

of existing facilities, better organisation,  and improvements in administration, 

as well as by avoiding overdesign,  by construction in stages, by the selection 

of the most appropriate technology,  and by  efficient construction methods.     In 

other words, developing countries should take measures that will cause a given 

investment in transport to accommodate as much traffic and add as much to the 

national product as possible.    This should be the guiding principle in the 

oonetruotion and operation of individual projects as well as transport syctoms. 
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Tho sun of individual projects will determine for the economy as a whole whether 

the aggregate relationships between levels of economic activity, volumes of traffic, 

end transport investment reflect n satisfactory decree of transport efficiency. 

The elements of a strategy to accomplish this goal will differ among countrios 

in different stages of development, but in all cases the first stop is to deter- 

mine what transport is needed. 

12. Survoys of natural resources are a prerequisite for providing information 

on what a nation has to work with - its land, water supply, soil conditions, 

minorais, forest reserves, and powor potentials. No m.tion can afford to remain 

ignorant of its resources, which arc the essential basais for mailing development 

decisions. Aerial mapping and exploration can help to discover natural wealth 

and to determine feasible transport routes quickly and at low cost.  The entire 

area of the less developed continents should be systematically explored and htapped 

with international assistance as a first atep toward a strategy for development. 

13. To establish development goals, resources have to be compared with the needs 

of the people, and targets set to guide the effort toward bettor living standards. 

Goal3 include requirements for food and othor agricultural products, for housing, 

schools, and health services, for jobs in industry, for power, and for transport. 

Development plans to holp guide national, regional, and urban growth aro necessary 

as a moans of allocating capital, labour, and entrepreneurial skills effectively 

and consistently. 

14. To translate traffic irto transport roods, aggregate domands for transport 

can be estimated from the top down on the basis of economic indices, over-all 

traffic tronds, and production targets. Estimates of demand for specific routes 

and areas, however, require knowledge of the location of economic activities, 

sources of supply, and markets. 

15. The translation of transport domand into physical needs requires a comparison 

of projected passenger and freight movements with the condition, capacity, and use 

of existing transport facilities. Physical needs can then bo translated into 

financial requirements by determining to what extent projected use is to be accom- 

modated by now investment, improvements in existing plant, better maintenance and 

operation, or measures to influence denand. 

16. Economic justification of transport oxpondituros can be measured in part by 

increased production from reductions in transport cost and improvements in service 

for traffic already moving. But an additional measuro is the volume of new 

production created by activity that greator mobility makes possible. In judging 
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tho desirability of improved transport, nowly ¿onorated traffic may  U-  the mot:! 

important factor as well as  the most  difficult  to  ceti-nato.     In  ad.iii.ion,  many 

of the projected benefits from improved  transport will  ne  intonale iunt diffidili 

to measure.    They  includo the achievement  of neater political  unity,   it tornii 

security,  the development of cultural   tien,   the  transmission of row  idear  and 

new technicpies,   the provision of better health service«,  ar.d the improvemeni  of 

education.    Fortunately, however,  most of these benefit, aro realised only through 

the movement of traffic.    Traffic measures the success of a tr-uisport  service, and 

estimates of traffic are the key to  economic justification,    The decision to im- 

prove transport,  therefore, depends on whether the volume of goods aid passengers 

to be moved will add sufficiently to tho wealth of tho country   to cover the cost. 

17.    To date,  the projection of traffic  has been nade by  prediction of what   is 

likely to happen if tho improvement  is made.     These happening  -entrili/  d.-pond 

on a variety of private decisions that mt,y or may not  bo  taker, attor  bett,.r trans- 

port has been provided.    A strategy  ior mobility  should sodi to assur.  ihr I such 

developments actually materialize.     Instead of building a roa.»   m the hopo  th,.t  it 

will lead to increased agricultural output,  stops should bo 'akon  to help make 

new production possible.    This may require colonization protrane,   fertilizers, 

irrigation, or agricultural extension services.    To provide only  ior  the transport 

facility, leaving tho rest to chance,   is an unnecessary «amble.     Instead of 

guosBing about the futuro,  it will of ton be necessary   Ihr^h a  balanced relouai 

development program to help fashion tho future. 

18.    Establishing the need for transport  investments has become moro and more 

dependent on the presentation of elaborate analyses of project costs and benefits. 

This process has facilitated the task of docision-mokin¿, but there arc two 

dangers in the current trend.    One is that concentration on individual projects 

oan limit economic perspectives and defeat the objective of developing an inte- 

grated transport network.    Second,  tho concentration on project proposals has lo- 

to meticulous and timo-consuming study of details,   the validity of which may 

depend on broad underlying assumptions that depend primarily on ¿ood judgmunt. 

If the now affluent countries had put thoir faith exclusively in benefit-cost 

ratio«, it is not altogether olear that they would have achieved thoir present 

state of development. 
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II. THE CHOICE OF TECHNOLOGY 

19. The coot, performance, and development impact of alternativo raothodß of 

transport will differ with the transport tasks to be performed with geography, 

and with resource availability. Railways ami water carriers will continue to 

bo the preferrod method for long hauls and heavy traffic. ïlv. movoment of food 

grains, staple agriculturai commodities, industrial raw materials, and fossil 

fuels maKo up the bulk ol the trail ic moving by these methods.  ?ut road transport 

continues to be the most rapidly expanding method of transport cuid accounts for 

the largest share of transport investment3. A largo proportion 01 transport for 

short hauls, high-valued commodities, perishables, and small consignments will 

bo by motor vehicle. Roads afford the best means of providing accoeii to land 

and other resources, and affect the lives oí the largest number of people. The 

fact that road transport comprises a much larger network of routes than cither 

rail or water transport makos it the most univorsal method of movomont. 

20. A common mistake is the attempt to maintain uneconomical railway services 

that could bo provided more satisfactorily by ether methods. A rolatod policy 

that frustrates development is restricting the use of motor vehicles on grounds 

of protecting the railways or conserving resources. The railways aro not protected 

by the retention of traffic they are not suited to carry, and tho resources con- 

served by inhibiting the growth of motorized transport have to be weighed against 

tho resources that as a result romain unused. 

21. Although road and rail transport generally account for as much as 75 per cent 

of the transport bill, other methods of movomont are playing an increasingly 

important rolo. From many points of view, tho airplane and helicopter are ideal 

transport media, since they require a minimum commitment of resources and provide 

tho necessary services within a minimum time period. The fact that air vehicles 

refuse to fly without proper upkeep has also inculcated good maintenance practices 

in the most unlikely places. The pipeline, too, has much to commend it, being 

tho idoal method of transport from the standpoint of oconomic planning. No one 

builds a pipeline without knowing what is to bo piped. The greater use of both 

those forms of transport should be bonefxeial to developing countries. 

22. Technological advances, especially in ground-effect machines and air transport, 

promise now possibilities for tho solution of transport problems. The difficulty 

of foreseeing the future courso of technological dovolopmont and tho oortainty that 

innovations will continue to render existing facilities obsolete emphasize the 

importance of flexibility and the nood for avoiding unnecessary commitments. 
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This can be accomplished by adopting minimum standards, avoiding lar^o fixud 

investments, and favouring projeots with an early pay-off. Meanwhile, ra*oiroh 

and development efforts to hasten the practical use of now mothods of frei,-ht 

and passenger movement will be of key importance and should be riven top 

priority. The greatest hope is that science and technology will provide 

entirely new ways of solving old problems. 

23. Technology outside the transport field offers important opportunity ter 

influencing the nature of a country's transport problems. Energy sources, onorar 

distribution, and processing techniques for agricultural and mineral output rn:Vv 

greatly lessen the transport burden. So may the location of industries and the 

design of urban areas. Scientific innovations that reduce unnecessary demand for 

transport may prove as important as increasing transport supply. 

24. Improvement of communications will also be important.  If a nation in to 

•merge from subsistence, the most important trade will be the trade in ideas, 

in effective development program requires an understanding of what is at stake. 

Participants need to know that living conditions can be improved and that economic 

progress has something tangible to offer, A revolutionary .oveaent tettar* higher 

living standards will not take place until the word gots through to areas and 

people now beyond roach. Thus a basic requirement is a communications network 

for the dissemination of knowledge, and this network no longer doponds exclusively 

on transport. Communications can provide a new impetus to growth by extending the 

scope of technical advisory services, by compensating for the scarcity of teachers, 

and by expanding medical aid and other help to remoto areas. 

[pa TRANSPORT STRATEGY 

25. The oonventional practice of planning and operating competitive transport, 

media under separato administrative agencies has made physical coordination of 

facilities difficult and has introduced conflicting criteria for investment de- 

cisions. The result is often an uneconomic allocation of resources and perennial 

controversies over rates and government regulations. This lack of cooperation runs 

counter to trends in technology, which have made different methods of transport 

complementary. A compartmentalized approach is obsolete. Transport investment 

programs in the public sector need to be integrated through .an appropriato singlo 

administrative agency, and principal common carrier servicers noed to be operated 

as a unified system. The provision of facilities raid services also needs to be 

responsive to the physical and social targets established by national and regional 

development agencies. Not many countries can yet provide the comprehensive plans 
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on which transport decisione neod to be based, but initial stops can be taken 

to oetablish a consistent sot of national goals by establishing appropriate 

planning and programing operations. 

26,    An integral part 01' the problem of organization and finance is the estab- 

lishment of rates and charges for transport Borvices that will reduce the drain 

of the transport program on general tax revenues without inhibiting the use of 

transport investments.    When transport fails to pay its way by a wide margin, it 

drains support from other urgently needed development projects and encourages 

transport obsolescence.    When there is some degree of self-support, a predictable 

source of income can be oountcd on to permit long-term physical and financial 

planning.    The degree to which transport charges cover total costs, however, will 

differ with stagou of economic growth, and financial policy has to be tailored to 

what is most conducive to development.    In all casos,  one of the key requirements 

is to budget the amounts necessary to maintain investments already made, 

2?,    The appropriate roles to be played by the public and private sectors raise 

important unresolved questions.    More administrative and financial experimentation 

is called for to provide the managerial talents, financial incentives, and tho 

partnership of government and industry that can get the job done.    Por example, 

tho supply of entrepreneurial talent can be supplemented by management contracts 

that fill the initial void and help in tho training of personnel.    The sucoess of 

such contracts between the airlinos of developed and less developed countries 

suggests that railway, trucking, and other transport operations might benefit 

from similar contractual arrangements.    Cooperatives offer another means of 

assisting in transport management by providing distribution servioos that inoludo 

assembly,  storage, transport, marketing,  and financing.   !.. 

28,    Errors in strategy often stom from the division of responsibility between 

roadbuilditig in tho public sector and the provision of vehicles in the private 

sector.    Large outlays aro made for roads while the availability of vehioles is 

restricted by high duties, burdensome taxes, and punitive restrictions.    Putting 

the main emphasis on roads and noglecting tho vehicle is a reversal of the policy 

followed by industrial nations.    In tho latter it was tho encouragement of vohiclo 

ownership that created the pressure for good roads.    But the ideal approach is to 

achieve balance    Total transport costs will bo oxcossivo if either vehicles or 

roads arc neglectod, since poor roads moan high vehicle operating oosts, sad 

restrictions on the supply of vehicles mean high unit oosts for roads,    Tho 

division of total outlays for road transport can be varied by trading off road 

costs and vohiole operating costs, and thus shifting the oost burden between 
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the public and the privato sectors.    A single focus of responsibility is needed 

for effective decision-making in this area. 

29. The dimensions of transport  strategy also need to bo extended beyond the 

transport system to the supporting industrial structure,  and beyend national 

boundaries to the international economic community.    In the moro advanced societies, 

the transport sector has created a variety of industries providing materials, 

equipment,  and services that have important  spillover effects for the economy as 

a whole.    Much of this supporting structure will fail to develop unless specific 

pr vision for it is made in conjunction with the transport program itself,    A 

feasible program of industrial support helps to provide new economic opportunities, 

entrepreneurial skills, and technical competence, 

30. Extension of the radius of transport operations has introduced the opportunity 

for economic development to be undertaken on a broader geographic scale.    Individual 

countries can benefit from improved transport by developing their comparative ad- 

vantages and avoiding unnecessary duplication of industrial,  agricultural, and power 

projects.    A major need is to expand the present focus on national plans to plans 

for international economic integration that modern transport can help achieve. 

At the same timo,  the introduction of modem transport with its heavy capital costs 

makoB it increasingly important for nations to share the responsibility for trans- 

port facilities crossine national boundaries.    Joint use of facilities,  interchange 

of equipment, and through traffic ar-rangomer.ts can facilitate movement and reduce 

costs, 

31. If the transport strategy of low-incomo countries is to succeed,  it will have 

to be more effectively supported by thy rich countries.    But prcsont approaches 

reflect the lack of a common strategy, and views on foroign assistance in many 

instances amount to self-deception.    The view has been stated that aid programs 

are over extending the rich countries, when in reality they have hardly begun to 

tap their potentials.    Moreover,  aid is a two-way street, with bonefits to donors 

often overshadowing benofits conforrcd.    The feedback includes investment opport- 

unities, growing demands for transport materiale and equipment,  and prospective 

long-run expansion of overseas markets in countries now too poor to trade.    An 

additional by-product  is the  insight that developed countries arc gainin;; .into 

their own problems and into solutions that could work at home.     It in a miscon- 

jception, then,  to  stress how much poor countries need h«-lp without consider in.; 

how much this help can mean to countrios that are rich.    A strategy for mobility 

should viow tho global revolution in perspective. 
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32.    The basic fact to bo rocognizod is that capital made available through 

aid programs to help build transport capacity in developing countrios has failed 

to roach a critical level capable of breaking the transport barrier.    A larger 

international effort is needed.    A voluntary levy of a small percentage of the 

Cross national product of developed countries could create an international 

dovolopment  fund to multiply assistance efforts.    Ultimately a percentage of 

savings from the reduction of armaments can help to provide the funds that will 

boost the poor nations into sustained economic orbit. 

33«    An international dovolopment fund is called for to pormit a grant program 

for transport to supplement long-term loans for "bankable" projects.    Grants arc 

to bo preferred in a period of rapidly changing transport technology because 

transport facilities may be obsolete before long-term loans can be paid off. 

In addition,  the constant accumulation of loans for transport development threatens 

an excessive burden on poor countrios.    Grants for transport should be matched, 

however,   spent on designated transport systemsj and made contingent on acceptable 

designs and satisfactory maintenance. 

34.    The principal role of individual countries should bo tho support of inter- 

national programs.    But bilateral arrangements also can play an important rolo by 

sponsoring special projects and programs for transport in particular countrios. 

Bilateral aid will continue to be maintained for political and stratogic pur- 

poses and botwocn countries with special ties.    Its desirablo features are 

indicated by such programs as the distribution of surplus Unitod Statos agri- 

cultural commodities and by the work of tho Peace Corps.     Bilateral aid also 

provides an opportunity to exporiaant with solutions to transport problems. 

35»    International sponsorship is better suited to carrying out the critical task 

of undertaking surveys and plans to guide transport development.    Conducting 

survey s of transport needs and assuring plans that are sound yet imaginative are 

undertakings basic to tho entire program.    Costly surveys that aro one-time 

efforts loading to largo volumes relegated to the shelf should be avoided. 

Instead,  emphasis should bo placed on the creation of local institutions and 

staffs that can participate in the planning process on a continuing basis.    Tho 

Unitod Nations should bo the principal sponsor of pro-invostmont survey work, with 

the aim of producing results acceptable to all, and tho World Bank, which serves 

as the specialized agency for transport,   is the logical focus for this activity. 
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36. At present the number of well-prepared and economically  attract ivo transport 

investment proposals bein£ submitted to national and international agencies  î'^r 

financing are insufficient to absorb the funds available.     Yet ->. far greater 

effort will be necessary  if a significant  attack is  to be made on world  transport 

problems.    What is necessary, therefore,   is an acceleration  and improvement   in 

the process of transport program planning and project preparation.    A first step 

should be the creation of a fund for the support of a continuing planning process 

in those countries not now equipped to make the necessary  surveys cf their 

development requirements.    Donor nations should act asido  1 per cent of the 

development funds being made available each year, to bo earmarked for the support 

of appropriate program: \i ne effortrs.    This can help to aanurc a continuing flov? of 

useful projects through the international financing pipeline ana to reduce the 

excessive lag bctwoon projoct conception and execution.     The 1 per cent fund 

could be used for trainine procrtjaning poroonnol and for helping to finance 

advisory services.    This would be a first approach to makin,; capital assistance 

contingent on projocts boint; part of a transport system plan,  based in turn on 

ovor-all   dovtlopmnt plans. 

37. To carry out these programs,  the ultimate solution  is a world transport 

centro in tho United Nations.    'Hie purpose of such a oontro should be to further 

the role of transport in the development process by mobilizing talent, conductint; 

or contracting for research,  dissoiainatine information,   and furthering the efforts.- 

of the regional commissions and development  institutes of the United Nations. 

38. Finally, trade policy and aid for transport need to be linked.    The potential 

value of trado for developing countries dwarfs the amounts available in loans and 

grants.    Measures to incroase the caso of movement need to be accompanied by 

measures to incroase tho freedom of movement and to roduco the rnp between export 

yields and inport cost3. 

39. The rioh countries as well as the poor countries have a stake in tho revolts. 

For tho f avoiwod petition of tevolopod «ountriw i« by no scani aMured»   Rapidly 

altorine political, economic, and tochnolocical conditions have croatod uncertainty 

about the position of each on the development ladder tomorrow.    Indeed, the prob- 

lems of the poorest countries are of ton only a different  aepoct and a hi¿7hor 

magnitude of the same problem faced by many who live in moro developed countries. 

It is not  likely that an effort to resolve either problem separately can succeed 

in the lon{? run. 
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40«    If the developed countries are  to find outlets for their productive capacity 

in an age of automation,  they will have to look to the limitless needs of the less 

developed world.    They will also have to be willing to buy from these areas as well 

as sello    To the exter.t  that lanital ano" teomr-cal help can increase per capita 

incomes in Asia.  Africa,  and Lotir America,  large additions to tne demand for goods 

and services and to the total volume of :-x~rnational  transactions will result. 

Progress for others can rvan procreas fov all, 

41.     finally, what the dev -.loped cour trice art urging on the less developed are 

things they ought \.o be ucing themselves.    High costs,  accidents, congestion, and 

the obsolescense of both trinr.povt facilities and tva^sport policy have created 

many unf avoui. ; V t.l   VK? \Tert,    ¿Hudy of transport in 

less developed areaa hati provided r. laboratory m which  ¡.arge numbers of people 

have acquired a new awareness of the problers they face at home.    These problems 

have been difficult to identify en the local scene because they aie too complex, 

too familiar,  or too easily concealed. 

4?r    Yet transoci-t i>j.rv/a an  imperlar: l rulo in  the rich nations,   just as it 

did in the nineteenth century.    Tneso countries have been too preoccupied with 

regulating the compptitive etruggle among carriers to see the positive role of 

transport in economic growth.    No^ they .-.re beginning to understand more clearly 

the need to establish m.tional croáis,   bo formulât« transport policies and pro- 

grams on the brsifc- of these goals,  and to look ab the transport network as an 

integrated system.    National  ih^ectivea ivill no' be achieved if transport is 

overemphasized or underomphacized  to the äeirir.ent of education, housing,  urban 

renewal,  and other economo and oocial gcils. 

43«    The task of overcoming poverty is floba]  cr.d the pcientific and technological 

means of achieving abundance aia at hr.nd to nest tue challenge.    One of the pre- 

conditions foi« success i¡   a wol'Jconc-Ciived attack on the transport aspects of the 

problem.    What is required \s a combined strategy by rich oountries and poor that 

will create the standards of »nobi Xi-¿.y on whioh the t*ost of the development 

effort dépends. 






